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We here at KJIR believe in the
exceptional greatness of The United
States Of America. That greatness
can be summed up in our motto
which can be found on all of our
currency, “IN GOD WE TRUST”.
Following is the closing statement of
The Declaration Of Independence to
which all of our Founding Fathers
signed,
We, therefore, the Representatives of
the United States of America, in
General Congress, Assembled
appealing to the Supreme Judge of
the world for the rectitude of our
intentions, do, in the Name, and by
Authority of the good People of these
Colonies, solemnly publish and
declare, That these united Colonies
are, and of Right ought to be Free
and Independent States, that they are
Absolved from all Allegiance to the
British Crown, and that all political
connection between them and the
State of Great Britain, is and ought
to be totally dissolved; and that as
Free and Independent States, they
have full Power to

levy War, conclude Peace, contract
Alliances, establish Commerce, and to
do all other Acts and Things which
Independent States may of right do. ~~
And for the support of this
Declaration, with a firm reliance on
the protection of Divine Providence,
we mutually pledge to each other our
Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred
Honor.
The signers of The Declaration Of
Independence appealed to the
Supreme Judge of the world for
rectitude of their intentions. The
American Dictionary of 1828 gives a
clear definition of the word “rectitude”
as used in The Declaration Of
Independence. It means: rightness of
principle or practice; uprightness of
mind; exact conformity to truth, or to
the rules prescribed for moral conduct,
either by divine or human laws. Perfect
rectitude belongs only to the Supreme
Being. The signers believed GOD to
be the custodian of perfect rectitude
and therefore appealed to HIM for the
right heart and mind in this great
undertaking
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of independence. “With a firm
reliance on the protection of
Divine Providence.” We know
that Divine pertains to the true
GOD, and in the language of the
day Divine Providence is
understood as GOD HIMSELF.
Our founding fathers never
intended for this government or
people to be independent of GOD
but rather enforced the view that
they relied on HIM for a right
heart, wisdom, and protection.
There was no separation of GOD
and State in their thinking; on the
contrary they sought for Divine
Intervention. They won
independence because of their
dependence on ALMIGHTY
GOD! The pathway to victory
always begins with a dependence
on GOD. Proverbs 21:30 & 31
says, “There is no wisdom nor
understanding nor counsel
against the LORD. The horse is
prepared against the day of
battle: but

Continuing…
safety is of the LORD.”
We unapologetically proclaim that the greatness of this
nation has always been and will continue to be
in it's reliance on The GOD of The BIBLE, JESUS
CHRIST. 2 Corinthians 3:4-5 And such trust have we
through Christ to God-ward: (5) Not that we are
sufficient of ourselves to think any thing as of
ourselves; but our sufficiency is of God; We as
Christians must ever fight to keep these truths alive in
America, and we do so by living our faith out in everyday
life, how we vote, church attendance, a prayer life, what
we allow ourselves to be entertained by, and love of
country. It is our responsibility and we owe it to every
generation coming after us just as every generation before
us owed it to you and me and fought to keep it this way.
We at KJIR want to encourage all of our listeners to be
bold when it comes to sharing your faith because as
Americans, “IN GOD WE TRUST”. Thank you for your
continual prayers and financial support of KJIR radio, we
are listener supported radio. We are still collecting
donations to pay for our new transmitter. We put our new
transmitter into operation December 2017, and since that
time many of you have responded by giving a total of
$22,345 THANK YOU! Our original goal was $50,000 to
pay for the entire project, and if you would like to give
make sure you mark your gift for the new transmitter.
Thank you all for partnering with us may
GOD BLESS YOU and MAY GOD BLESS
AMERICA!!
Michael Wortman
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God Bless America
“AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL”
May it always stay that way –
But to keep “OLD GLORY” flying
There’s a price that we must pay…
For everything worth having
Demands work and sacrifice,
And FREEDOM is a GIFT from GOD
That commands the HIGHEST PRICE…
For all our wealth and progress
Are as worthless as can be
Without the FAITH that made us great
And kept OUR COUNTRY FREE…
Nor can our nation hope to live
Unto itself alone,
For the problems of our neighbors
Must today become our own…
And while it’s hard to understand
The complexities of war,
Each one of us must realize
That we are fighting for
The principles of freedom
And the decency of man,
And as a Christian Nation
We’re committed to God’s Plan…
And as the LAND OF LIBERTY
And a great God-fearing nation
We must protect our honor
And fulfill our obligation…
So in these times of crisis
Let us offer no resistance
In giving help to those who need
Our strength and our assistance –
And “THE STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER”
Will remain a symbol of
A rich and mighty nation
Built on FAITH and TRUTH
and LOVE.

